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Abstract 
 We present the first electromagnetic metamaterials (EM3) produced by microfabrication. EM3 refers to 
composite materials having both, permittivity and permeability, negative simultaneously which leads to unusual effects 
such as a negative index of refraction and an inverse Doppler and Čerenkov effect. The gold-plated micro composites, 
based on the rod-split-ring-resonator design by Pendry and co-workers, are arranged in an array and embedded in a 2 × 
2 mm2 plastic chip. Numerical simulations and experimental results from the ISMI (Infrared Spectro/MIcroscopy) 
facility at SSLS show that the composite material which has feature sizes down to 5 μm is an EM3 in the range 1–2.7 
THz. This extends the frequency range in which EM3 are available by about 3 orders of magnitude as compared to 
values achieved with microwaves, thereby opening up opportunities for new applications in Terahertz Optics and 
Imaging. We further report on our latest results on fabrication techniques for nano-EM3 featuring sub 100 nm critical 
dimensions. To produce these composite materials, we use lithography-based micro- and nanosystems technology 
including the LIGA process. Besides enabling further size reductions these techniques are also applicable to a broad 
range of materials, suitable to implement a variety of complex and nearly 3-D designs, and amenable to mass 
production and stacking. 
 

Introduction 
In 1964, V.G. Veselago [1] theoretically investigated electromagnetic waves interacting 

with materials having simultaneously negative permittivity ε and permeability μ . He predicted 
that such materials would exhibit exotic properties such as a negative index of refraction and an 
inverse Doppler and Čerenkov effect. Veselago coined the term “left-handed” materials as the wave 
vector is anti-parallel to the usual right-handed cross product of the electric and magnetic fields.  

The field remained dormant for thirty years, since no such materials were found in nature, 
until J.B. Pendry and co-workers proposed schemes to artificially fabricate them. They are 
composed of two basic building blocks — one electric ( ) which consists of a wire medium 

[2], and the other magnetic (

0<effε

0<effμ ) which comprises loops or tubes of conductors with a gap 
inserted and known as split ring resonators (SRR) [3].  Following this recipe, D.R. Smith et al. 
experimentally built the first composite materials which demonstrated electromagnetic 
metamaterial properties in the microwave region, i.e. in the Gigahertz range [4].  

We present the first microfabricated rod-split-ring-resonators (RSR) [5] with overall 
structure size below 100 μm and with structural details down to 5 μm. Their resonance frequencies 
are around 3 orders of magnitude higher than the hitherto known values in the microwave range. 
We have also realized RSR composite materials with overall structure size of less than 1 μm and 
having critical dimensions down to 70 nm.  

 
Design & Simulation 

Figure 1 shows the planar adaptation of Pendry's prototype adopted for micro– and 
nanofabrication, together with its geometric parameter definition and periodic arrangement.  

                                  
FIG. 1. Geometric parameter definition of the RSR (left). Periodic arrangement of the RSR adopted for micro/ 
nanofabrication (right).  



While  over a much wider range than 0<effε 0<effμ , provided that a small ratio of radius to 
distance of the wires is used, the lower and upper limit of the frequency interval over which 

0<effμ  was calculated from Pendry's formulae [3]: 
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where c0 is the speed of light in vacuo. 
Five and two geometric variants were used respectively for the micro- and nano-EM3. The 

sets of those geometric parameters and the limits of the interval in which the composites have EM3 

behaviour are shown in tables I and II . 
 

Table I. THz specifications for micro-EM3 of the rod-split-ring structurea. 
 r/μm c/mm d/mm a/mm b/mm ν0 /THz νmp

/THz 

Ni slim 10 10 10 110 90 2.63 2.68 
Ni fat 10 15 10 135 110 2.63 2.67 
Au 1 8.4 12 4.3 95.4 78.4 2.24 2.28 
Au 2 11 12 4.3 100.6 83.6 1.50 1.53 
Au 3 14 12 4.3 106.6 89.6 1.04 1.08 

aFor all structures g=5 μm, l=(r+2c+d)×2, for Ni, w=10 μm while for Au, w=12 μm 
 

Table II. THz specifications for nano-EM3 of the rod-split-ring structure.b

 r/nm c/nm d/nm w/ nm a/μm b/μm ν0 /THz νmp
/THz 

Nano-Au 1 300 200 100 200 2 1.7 50.66 52.91 
Nano-Au 2 150 90 70 90 1.03 0.87 119.89 124.91 

bFor all structures g=70 nm, l=(r+2c+d)×2 
 
Simulation-wise, a single RSR was modelled using Microwave Studio (MWS) [6] and as 

expected a transmission peak was observed for the composite RSR while for both the rods and the 
SRR, an attenuation in transmission was observed indicating a negative  and  0<effε 0<effμ . 

 
Micro- and Nanofabrication 

4-inch silicon wafers were used as substrates on which a 200 nm thick sacrificial layer of Cr 
was sputtered using the NSP 12-1 magnetron sputtering system.  A plating base of 15 nm of Cu 
was deposited on top of the Cr. The AZ P4620 photoresist was then poured onto the wafer in a spin 
coater and spun until a uniform coating of 14 μm of resist was obtained. For softbake, the substrate 
with the resist on top was placed on a hotplate for 20 min at 70o C, followed by the oven for 3 min 
at 50o C. AutoCAD DXF design files with the parameters specified in Table I were created with 2 

 2 mm× 2 arrays. Pattern were transferred to the resist via direct laser writing using the DWL 66 
Laser Writer. The resist was exposed using a double pass exposure at 70% of the 20 mW He-Cd 
Laser fitted with a 30% filter for 3 h. The resist was then developed using a mixture of AZ 400 K 
developer and deionised water in a ratio of 1:4 by volume for 3 min. The resist was hardbaked in an 
oven set at 50o C for 20 min. A gentle oxygen plasma with the RIE 2321 was then applied for 2 min 
in order to descum the resist. The wafer with the photoresist template (Fig. 3, left) was then brought 
into a Ni (for the Ni slim and fat samples) or Au (Au samples 1, 2, 3) electroplating bath to produce 
either Ni or Au RSRs. The electroplating was carried out at a temperature of 55o C and at a current 
density of 1 A/dm2 for Ni and 0.1 A/dm2 for Au. To obtain the EM3 slabs from the substrate, the 2 

 2 mm× 2 arrays were first carefully cleaved and the Cr sacrificial layer was removed by dipping the 
slabs for 1 h in a commercial Cr etch. The final products are EM3 microchips of dimensions 2.1 ×  
2.1 mm2 and thickness of 14 μm as shown in figure 3 (right). 

The nano-electromagnetic metamaterials were fabricated on 1-mm thick standard glass sub- 



                            
FIG. 3. Photoresist template before electroplating (left, scale bar 50 μm) and gold embedded in resist AZP4620 (right,    
scale bar 200μm)  
 
strates coated with a 100-nm thin film of indium-tin-oxide (ITO). PMMA 950k was spin coated 
onto the substrate such that a thickness of 200 nm was achieved. The coated ITO glass substrate 
was then softbaked on a hotplate at 160o C for 2 h. Parameters shown in table II were created in 
Design CAD files and transferred into the PMMA resist by electron beam lithography with the 
Sirion NPGS-SEM system from FEI company. A beam of 30 keV electrons was used with an 
exposure dose of 100 μC/cm2 at a current of 25 pA for the nano-patterning. The PMMA was 
developed using a mixture of MIBK developer and IPA in a ratio of 3:1 by volume for 70 s, 
followed by a 20 s dip in IPA, and a final rinse in deionised water for another 20 s. A 30 nm thick 
gold film was deposited onto the photoresist template in a UHV chamber by an e-beam evaporator 
(Fig. 4, left). Lift-off of the PMMA was carried out by dipping the coated glass in acetone for 10 
min and using the ultrasonic bath for 30 s. Finally, a mild acidic solution was poured on the glass 
for 1 min, followed by a rinse with DI water to remove the ITO in between the structures to avoid 
short-circuits. The end product is a 2 ×  2 mm2 array of 30 nm thick gold RSR, with an ITO base, 
sitting on top of 1 mm-thick glass (Fig. 4, right). 
 

                   
FIG. 4. 30 nm of e-beam evaporated gold on photoresist template (left, scale bar 5 μm) and gold RSR, with an ITO 
base, sitting on top of  1-mm thick glass. (right, scale bar 5 μm)  
 

FTIR Measurements 
To prove that the composite materials are EM3, we show that the frequency dependence of the RSR 
follows both the prediction of Pendry’s formulae and the numerical simulation by Microwave 
Studio (MWS) when the geometric parameters are changed. The spectroscopic measurements for 
the micro- EM3 were performed using a Bruker IFV 66 v/S Fourier transform interferometer in the 
far infrared over the range 22 to 400 cm-1 with a 4 cm-1 and 2 cm-1 spectral resolution. The samples 
were aligned with their surfaces perpendicular to the optical axis and measurements were carried 
out with an unpolarised beam. The transmission curves observed for the resist slab alone were more 
or less flat as compared to the RSR resonant peaks. Figure 5 (left) shows the spectral response of 
the Au RSR sample 2 and its short-circuited version (i.e. with the gap g of the split rings closed, 
thus removing a decisive structure element of the SRR). We can observe that the wavenumbers at 
which the maxima occur agree reasonably with the values expected from Pendry’s formulae and 
MWS simulations. The short-circuited rings do not show any prominent spectral response in the 



relevant frequency range as expected. Figure 5 (right) shows the resonance frequency peaks for all 
cases versus the inner radius r. Measured and numerically simulated values are always quite close 
while the analytical formulae led to an up to 17% deviation in the case of Au sample 3. 

    
FIG. 5. Measured spectral response of an Au RSR structure (Au sample 2, solid line) and its short-circuited version 
(dashed-dotted line). The vertical lines indicate the wave numbers of the maximum as predicted by MWS (numerical 
simulation) and  Pendry’s analytical formulae (left). Frequencies of the maxima of the spectral response curves versus 
the inner radius of the SRR for the measured (FTIR) and numerically simulated (MWS). The solid curve shows   
of Eq. (1) for the Au cases. When the Ni case is scaled to the same d as for Au, it also comes close to the curve (●) 

)(0 rν

 
The three Au cases demonstrate a good r-3/2 dependence when other parameters are kept constant. 
In the Ni case, the resonant frequency is higher as the annular gap between inner and outer ring, d, 
is larger by more than a factor of 2, thus reducing capacitance and increasing resonance frequency. 
However, when it is scaled to the same value of d as for Au it also comes close to the curve. 
 

Conclusion 
Micro Ni or Au Rod-Split-Ring-Resonators have been embedded in an AZ P4620 resist matrix in a 
2  2 mm× 2 array and produced by lithography based microfabrication. With an outer ring diameter 
of 73.4—100 μm, analytical and numerical simulations predict the spectral resonance of the 
structures to occur between 1—2.7 THz. This extends the frequency range in which EM3 are 
available by about 3 orders of magnitude higher than the hitherto achieved values in the microwave 
spectral range. Spectroscopic measurements by a Fourier transform interferometer performed for 
various geometric variants on the RSR arrays show that resonant frequency peaks correspond 
closely to analytical and numerical predictions. This is evidence for the conclusion that these 
composite materials become EM3 at their respective resonance frequency in the 1—2.7 THz 
spectral range. Nano Au RSRs have been produced on 1-mm thick glass substrate coated with ITO. 
With an outer ring diameter ranging from 0.78 μm to 1.4 μm, analytical and numerical simulations 
predict the spectral resonance of the structures to occur between 50 to over 100 THz. The present 
work opens up new ways for building novel electromagnetic and optical devices. 
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